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I. Guarantee of Due Process in Article 31 of the Constitution of 

Japan and Process of Criminal Investigation 

1. The phenomena in which the guarantee of due process in Article 31 of the constitution 

of Japan becomes loose might arise in the process of criminal investigation. 

Art. 33 of the constitution (guarantee for requirement for arrest), Art. 34 (guarantee for 

arrest and detention), Art. 35 (guarantee for search and seizure), Art. 36 (prohibition for 

torture), Art. 38 (restriction of evidence of confession), all of them make mainly the process 

of criminal investigation, specially the compulsory investigation, an object of regulation, and, 

under the idea of Art. 31, give strict controls on the procedure in which human rights are 

apt to be injured because of the necessity and the discretionality of investigation,1 The pur-

pose of investigation lies, needless to say, in finding of offenders and obtaining of evidence. 

Its function is a preliminary action for prosecution. Its sphere of action extends from the 

stage of searching offenders to that of finding and preservation of offenders and moreover of 

prosecution. In its sphere, as a who]e, the discretionality in investigation strongly prevails. 

It may be said that a discretionary action is an essential factor of investigation. Without 

such a discretionary action we cannot expect effectiveness of investigation.2 Hence, it follows 

that there are many risks to injure human rights. When on the background of strong state 

power the discretionality combines with a procedure without formality, we cannot deny the 

risk of abuse. For the investigation is carried out against a suspect called a destructor of 

legal system. It is already well known that under Arts. 31, 33 and 38 of the Constitution the 

present Criminal Procedure Act, conscious of such character of investigation, has attempted 

to make an epoch-making reform for a fundamental structure and procedure of investigation. 

2. The place on which the idea of law is severely opposed to the reality and many 
difficult problems are provided is, after all, that of the decision of detention in investigation.3 

The decision of detention in itself belongs to the sphere of justice, not to investigation 

itself. But where it contacts with investigation and is used as a means of investigation, pro-
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l Arts. 33, 34, 35, 36, 38 of the constitutional law guarantee the pretrlal privilege, control the discre-

tion of the police and the posecutor, and materialize the idea of due process. 

2 The question of discretion is the most serious one for the criminal procedure. The course of crime 

investigation by pollce or prosecutor, where the consequences of ofiicial action directly affect a citizen's 

freedom and property, contains serious matters about exercise of discretion. 

3 Difiicult problems arise as to whether police ought to be entitled to conduct in-custody investigation, 

particuiar]y interrogation of a suspect, and, if so, under what circumstances, when arrest-detention is 

available positively as a way of attempting to obtain evidence. 
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blems　occur．It　can　be　said　that　al1of　problems　in　detention　in　investigation　occur　in　rela－

tion　to　how　an　investigation　utilizes　a　decision　of　the　detention　in　reality．On　occasions　the

way　of　uti11zation　may　produce　risks　to　break　easily　the　fmdamental　meaning　of　Art．31of

the　Constitution．　It　is　our　reality　that　the　necessity　and　the　discretionality　of　investigation

tend　to　be　concentrated　on　a　purpose一丘tting　use　of　detention．And　we　cannot　deny　the　reality

that　the　right　of　defense　of　a　suspect　in　detention　is　extremely　weakened　and　its　disadvantage

wi1l　exert　great　inHuence　upon　future1itigation．

　　　　The　decision　of　detention，observing　from　the　side　of　conduct　in　process，is　a　compound

conduct　whlch　contams　both　a］ustlce　by　a」udIc1a1mst1tutlon　and　lts　actual　execut1on，and

an　investigator　has　only　a　pos三tion　as　a　declarant　to　require　the　detention　as　its　justice　and

a　position　as　a　conductor　to　execute　justice．The　subject　of　conduct　and　competence　in　decision

of　detention　remains　in　judicial　institution　to　the　last，this　does　not　essentiaHy　alter　in　the

process　of　investigation　as　well．　Of　course，a　detention　on　a　process　of　investigation　arises

from　the　necessity　of　investigation，so　it　cannot　be　separated　from　investigation．The　above－

mentioned　necessity　of　investigation　is　fu11med，when　an　investigation，（to　prevent　danger　of

flight　of　a　suspect　and　destruction　of　evidence，and　from　the　necessity　to　preserve　a　suspect

beforehand　fo1＝　the　preparation　of　prosecution，）　requests　to　judiciary　institution　to　decide

detention　and　obtains　the　decision　of　detention　by　judiciary　institution．4

　　　　As　to　the　use　of　decision　of　detention　in　investigation　our　law　ideally　shows　such　limits，

but　an　alive　actual　investigation，the　institution　as　an　idea　may　have　poss1bility　to　exceed

easi1y　its　frame．

　　　　The　decision　of　detention　in　the　process　of　investigation　takes　place　in　the　developing

process　of　investigation　and　it　is　only　one　phase　of　the　process　of　investigation．5　In　a　condition

of　a　stage　of　detention　itself，a　suspect　cmnot　be　prosecuted．Although　reasonableness　of

suspicion　of　offense　can　be　a　requirement　for　decision　of　detention，it　cannot　be　a　substantial

requirement　for　charging　decision．It　is　needed　that　investigation　proceeds　from　reasonab1e

suspicion　of　o伍ense　to　su船cient　suspicion　with　which　the　prosecution，namelyエequirement

for　judgment　of　guilty，can　be　carried　out．

　　　　To　jump　from　the　stage　of　detention　of　a　suspect　to　that　of　prosecution　we　must　gather

evidences　at　beginning　of　the　detention　and　do　more　evidences　than　them　based　on　the丘rst．

There　we　find　a　special　meaning　of　the　detention　in　process　of　criminal　investigation．There

might　be　necessity　to　interrogate　to　a　suspect　in　detention　regarding　as　the　already　obtained

evidentiary　materials　and　to　con丘rm　evidences．As　a　method　to　con丘rm　the　identity　of　an

offender　md　a　suspect　by　witness（victim，eye－witness）we　need　the　form　of　investigation　to

make　witness　observe　a　suspect　in　detention．The　volition　of　investigation　to　get　statements

from　a　suspect　about　crime　facts　as　a　new　obtaining　of　evidence　may　occur．Under　circum－

stances　an　ヨnvestigator　cou1d　have　susp…cions　for　a　suspect　under　detention　about　any　offence

other　than　the　special　offence　as　an　object　in　detention．When　requirements　for　an　arrest

warrant　is　strict1ike　our　present　system，it　is　never　rare　that　someone　is　suspected　of　several

4In　our　crimiml　procedure，as　the　West　Gemany　crimiml　p正ocedure，it　is㎝e　ofthe　reas㎝able　causes

of　arrest－detention．

　5The　procedure　after　the　arrest　stage　in　the　Angro－American　system　takes　the　form　of　the　judicial

course．In　our　criminal　procedure，an　anestee　is　mt　brought　before　the　magistrate　as　soon　as　p正acti－

cable，but　is　remained…n　the　custody　of　the　poIice　for48hours　afte正arrested，and　is　under　detention

fol＝investigation　for　the　days．
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○丘ences　and　that　some　of　them　satisfy　requirements　for　an　arrest　warrant，others　not　satisfy．

　　　In　such　a　case，it　win　be　a　realistic　problem　whether　it　is　permitted　or　not　to　interrogate

a　suspect　in　detention　about　another　o伍ence　which　does　not　satisfy　requirements　for　warrant．

The　a11above－mentioned　are　the　problems　that　arise　about　use　of　the　detention　system　in　the

process　of　crim三na1investigation．

3．The　existing　code　of　criminal　procedure　provides　various　legal　regulations　of　the

decision　of　detention　in　criminal　investigation，but　these　regu1ations　mainly　give　us　standaエd　of

judgment（Arts－207，60，62，64，208）and　that　of　action（Aエts．204～206，and　Ru1e　of　Crim．Proc．，

Arts・147～153）on　the　occasion　of　admitting　decision，and　they　do　not　make　clear　the　standard

for　limitations　about　the　use　of　the　detention　system　in　investigation．Of　course　Aエt．60of

Crimina1Pエocedure　Act　has　the　function　as　a　cエiterion，that　is，it　works　as　a　criteエion　of

judgment　in　making　decision．So　we　have　no　directエegu1ations　about　the　scene　in　which

execution　of　justice　contacts　with　crimiml　investigation　in　reality；in　other　words　about

what　the　use　of　decision　of　detention　in　investigat1on　should　be．In　that　point　there　is　a

danger　that　a　decision　of　detention　might　be　unduelly　abused．　The　meaning　that　the　said

phenomem　in　which　the　gu肛antee　of　due　process　in　Art．31of　the　Constitution　breaks　down，

may　happen　in　the　process　of　investigation，in　fact，is　largely　based　upon　the　consclousness

that　in　such　an　important　phase　of　contact　the　guarantee　regu1ation1acks．Regarding　as　the

method　of　the　l』se　of　decision　of　detention　in　the　investigation　and　how　far　an　investigator

can　interrogate　to　a　suspect　mder　detention，namely，1imitation　to　be　permitted　after　a11，we

have　no　choice　but　to　search　for　the　criterion　from　its　theoretical　viewpoint　in　the　light　of

the　existing　legal　system．It　is　very　regrettable　that　because　of　umleamess　of1aw，judicial

contro1on　the　proceduエe　by　judicia1institution　can　not　accomplish　its　function　su脆ciently

As　for　the　sphere　of　the　process　in　which　a　phenomena　of　Ioosening　the　guarantee　of　Art．

31of　the　Constitution　is　like1y　to　occur，the　judicia1controI　on　the　procedu正e　by　a　judicial

institution　must　work　e舟ectively，and　so　as　to　guarantee　the　due　exercise　of　its　function　we

should　inuminate　the　above－mentioned　cエiterion　theoreticany．

　　　The　main　function　of　the　existing　writ　system　is　that　the　system　makes　judida1control

on　the　procedure　directly　and　concretely，and　attempts　to　secure　ba1ance　between　the　com．

petence　of　investigation　and　human　rights．So　its　guaranteeing　function　must　operate　not

on1y　in　the　origina1step　of　compulsory　deposition（issue　of　war正ant），but　in　the　ex　post　facts

executing　phase　in士eality．　Thus，the　importance　of　contro1on　the　process　is　keenlyエecog－

nized　both　for　the　phase　of　contact　between　justice（decision　of　detention）and　investigation

（the　use　of　detention）and　for　the　crossing　phase　between　investigation　of　a　suspect　under

d・t・・ti・…d・…p・・t’・・d…t・g・・fd・f・…（i・p・ti・・1・・th・・ight・f・il・・…f・…p。。t）．

II．Dθ洲㎝げ肋肋〃㎝α∫1伽

　　　1　The　decision　of　detention　in　the　existing　law　is　a　pure　justice　by　which　a　judicial　institu－

tion　orders　the　accused　or　a　suspect　to　be　in　detention　for　a　definite　term　md　in　a　de丘nite　p1ace

・fth・・p・・i・1d・・i・1・…fd・t・・ti・・by・・i・…t19・t・・（・p工・・…t・・）。。。。。。1。。。。。Hl．w・

　6In　the　o1d　code　of　our　criminal　procedure，the　prosecutor　had　a正1ght　to　order　the　detention　against

a　suspect　under　the　speciaI　chcu皿stmces（Art．123）．
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they　are　not　permitted　at　a11．It　can　be　considered　as　a　fundamental　demand　of　the　existing

law　to　provide　a　clea」＝distinction　between　a　judicial　process　and　an　administrative　process　in

criminal　procedure．It　is　an　indispensable　prerequisite　so　as　to　rea1ize　an　fair　justice　which

is　the　purpose　of　criminal　procedure，so　for　theエealization　of　that　purpose　the　present　law

as　to　the　phase　of　construction　of　organ7and　that　of　procedure畠respectively　attempts　to　drive

home　the　idea　of　disjunction　of　judicial　process　from　administrative　proce昌s，　The　meaning

of　abolition　of　decision　of　detention－system　by　an　investigator　is　essentia1ly　no　more　than　the

embodiment　of　such　idea．

　　　　A　decision　of　detention　is　a　speci丘c　justice　in　that　it　makes　a　direct　and　compulsory，an

intervention　to　a　suspect’s　right　of　liberty　before　the　sett1ement　of　judgment．Theoretica11y

it　is　inconsistent　with　the　a㏄usation’s昌ystem　in　action　to　impose　a　compulsory　restriction

upon　the　right　of　liberty　of　the　accused　who　is　one　of　parties　in　the　deveIoping－process　of

litigation．　As　a　result　of　decision　of　detention，not　on1y　a　physica1libe正ty　of　the　accused，but

h三s　liberty　of　defense　in　litigation　can　not　help　being1imited．

　　　　In　the　existing　law　which　intends　to　strengthen　substantially　the　right　of　defense　in

1itigation，　decision　of　detention　certain1y　ought　to　be　expressed　as　a　speci丘c　existence．

Strengthening　the　accusation－system　on　the　one　side，further　on　the　other　side　approving　the

existence　of　decision　of　detention　which　is　contrast　to　such　a　system，both　of　them　show

nothing　more　than　that　comp1icated　character　of1itigation．The　a㏄used　is　the　subject　of

litigation，and　at　the　same　time　the　addressee　of　prosecution．　The　a㏄used　has　rights　to

appear　in　litigation　as　a　subject　of　litigation　who　corresponds　to　a　prosecutoエand　to　partici－

pate　in　the　deve1opment　of1itigation…md　the　foエmation　of　basis　of　judgement，at　the　same

time　he　has　an　obligation　to　appeaエin　litigat三〇n　and　coopeエate　as　to　litigation，for　the1itiga－

tion　concemed　shall　con丘m　the　existence　of　his　criminal　responsibi1ity．Without　the　posit1ve

participation　of　the　accused，there　can　be　neither　realjzation　nor　development　of　the　relation－

ship　in1itigation．The　more　the　system　of　litigation　is　made　to　be　accusation’s　system，the

stronger　this　shou1d　be　conscious　of－From　these　consciousness，the　present　law　strengthens

the　right　of　defense　of　the　accused　on　the　one　side，on　the　other　side，recognizes　decision

of　detention　to　preserve　the　a㏄used　under　a　strict1imitation．

　　　　We　must　realize　that　the　essentia1function　of　decision　of　detention　is　a　negative　one．

When　the　danger　that　the　a㏄used　unduelly　wi1l　escape　from　litigation　is　recognized，it　is

necessary　to　prevent　its　danger　befoエehand　and　preserve　the　secure　and　prompt　development

of　a　further1itigation．Decision　of　detention　is　admitted　as　an　inevitab1e　disposition　in　such

an　occasion，its　function　is　Iimited　exclusively　to　the　prevention　of　danger　and　the　preserマation

of　the　a㏄used．As　for　the　extent　of　the　prevention　of　danger，it　is　an　important　issue　related

to　the　status　and　function　of　the　accused　in　litigation．　The　present　law，as　Art．60of

Criminal　Procedure　Act　expresses　clearly，has1imited　its　extent　to　the　dangeエof　destruction

of　evidences　and　that　of　escape．From　the　viewpoint　of　guarantee　of　right　to　silence　and

solidi丘cation　of　a㏄usation’s　system，itエaises　much　question　to　make　the　prevention　of

danger　of　destruction　of　evidences　the　function　of　decision　of　detention．　However，we　can

　7The　cle肛discriminate　between　the　function　of　the　court　and　one　of　the　prosecution　is　of　indispen－

sable　essence　of　fair　trial　and　p正ocedual　faimess　guarmteed　by　Art．37of　the　constitution．

　君The　prosecutor　can　exe正cise　wide　and　strong　discretion　in　the　decision　of　the　prosecution．　At　this

point，the　prosecutor　has　a　quasi　judicial　character．This，however，is　a　discretiomry　power　which　mus士

be　contro1led　by　the　possibility　of　a　review　of　the　substance　of　the　decision　by　an　independent　court．
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argue　that　the　fundamental　meaning　of　law　is　to　make　its　decision　the　preserving　function　for

the　sake　of　the　prevention　of　danger　of　escape　of　accused　and　the　secure　development　of1itiga－

tion．Thus　it　must　be　said　that　dec1sion　of　detention　essentia1ly　has　not　a　positive　function

aiming　at　the　obtaining　of　evidence．

　　　If　such　a　positive　fmction　were　admitted，the　position　of　the　a㏄used　would　be　extremely

injured，and　the　guarantee　of　party－equa1ヨty　wou1d　be　dest正oyed、

　　　2．In　the　composition　of　litigation　wit1l　a㏄usation’s　system，the　disadvantage　of　the

a㏄used　in　defense　arising　from　decision　of　detention　must　be　a1ways　taken　into　a㏄ount，

The　meaning　of1imitation　by　which　decision　of　detention　as　an　idea　of　the　present　law　makes

its　function　a　negative　one　as　the　said　is　based　on　the　consciousness　of　a㏄usation’s　system．

It　is　necessary　to　consider　in　terms　of　institution　that　the　disadvantage　of　the　a㏄used　in

defense　with　detention　should　be　exc1uded　to　the　possib1e　extent．　So　our　law　provides　the

accused　with　a　series　of　regulations　of　guarantee，namely　tbe　right　to　see　and　have　the　con－

versation　with　his　counsel　and　a　third　person（Arts．39，79），the　right　to　demand　for　bailment

（Arts．81－I，89，9！），the　right　to　demand　for　challenge　of　detention　grounds（Arts．82）．But　even

with　theseエegulations　of　guarantee，sti11we　can　not　deny　the　disadvantage　in　defense　fエom

which　the　accused　su丑ers　by　decision　of　detention　in　rea1ity．

　　　In　the　decision　of　detention　in　the　process　of　investigation，the　disadvantage　in　defense

sti11more　increases，The　idea1way　in　decision　of　detention　cou1d　not　a1ter　essentiaHy　also　in

the　pmcess　of　investigation，but　we　can　not　overlook　the　substantia1alteration　under　the

existing　structure　of　investigation．　As　the　said，the　function　of　decision　of　detention　is　a

negative　one　whose　substance　is　pervention　and　perservation．　The　e冊ciency　of　its　function

can　not　be　expected　without　being　in　re1ation　with　constmction　of　a㏄usation’s　system．When

the　construction　of1itigation　is　an　inquisition’s　type，the　function　of　a　decision　of　detention

as　an　idea　can　not　but　change　in　actuality　its　essentia1丘gu】＝e．　In　the　investigation　of　inquisi・

tion’s　type，the　possibi1ity　that　decision　of　detention　is　utilized　as　a　means　of　investigation　be－

cause　of　necessity　of　investigation　would　arise．Its　formula　is　such　that　an　investigator　d1rectIy

interrogate　a　suspect　in　detention　for　the　purpose　of　obtaining　evidence　and　investigation，and

by　the　interrogation　we　form　for　the　first　time　conviction　of　the　suspicion　of　o丘ense．

　　　We　can　not　help　admitti㎎that　the　existi㎎structuエe　of　investigation　is　substantia11y　an

inqu1sition’s　pエo㏄ss，While　it　may　be　said　that　the　dualism　is　adopted　in　the　constmction

of　organ，we　can　not　argue　that　the　sepa正ation　of　competence　between　a　judicia1police　o舶cer

and　a　prosecutor　wi11secure　institutiona工y　a　heterogeneous　competence・separation，9and　it　is

not　enough　to　strength　the　right　of〔1efense　which　is　an　essential　demand　in　a㏄usation’s

type．10　Moreover，oveエthe　proce昌s，a　discret三〇n　of　an　investigator　operates　powerfully，

especia11y　as　to　the　disposition　of　a　suspect，the　powerful　competence　cal1ed　as　a　di昌cretion’s

system　in　prosecution　is　admitted．All　of　them　be1ong　to　factors　of　inquisition’s　type，a㏄ord－

ingly　so　as　to　name　the　present　stmcture　of　investigation　as　the　a㏄usation　type　theエe　exist

　9The　situation　and　the　ro1e　of　the　prosecutor　in　our　crimina1procedure　is　not　so　as士he　p正osecutor　in

the　Anglo－Ame正ican　system．The　pro昌ecutor　is　not　only　a　tria1comseI　or“a　house　counse1”for　the

police，but　has　the　powe正of　investigat三〇n　separately　f正om　the　policy　department－

　Io　An　arrestee　needs　a　most　strong－y　lawyer　who　advices　him　at　the　arrest　stage．Notwithstanding

a　suspect　anested　has　to　stand　before　the　police　investヨgation　without　having　a　freely　advice　of　hi昌

counse1．
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too much abstructing causes. 

Of course it can not be said that there is no danger of misuse of decision of detention 

in the investigation of accusation's type. In the Anglo-American legal system in which the 

accusation's method of investigation is adopted, the misuse of decision of detention in investi-

gation has been dealt with as a real problem.11 But we ought to bear in mind that the 
circumstance of problem-institution is dissimilar in the investigation of inquisition's type. While 

in the former the interrogation by the formula of so-called "third degree", forms a focus of 

the problem, in the latter inquisition's type the problem arises regardless of the step of investi-

gation,12 furthermore it becomes an issue in the form of abuse of compulsory investigation. 

The guarantee of the existing writ system is important. To secure this substantial function 

(negative function) in decision of detention, strict limitations in procedure are imposed on 

every phase of demand, issue, and execution of writ, and a judicial control over them by 

judicial institution are strengthened. It must be kept in mind that in the present writ-system 

exist some limitations in the aspect of its function, and for their limitation are always there 

danger of abuse of the right of investigation. Above all the interrogation about a suspect in 

detention is legally permitted in the present law. The writ-system is admitted on such a 

construction of investigation. Although issue of writ has a function to secure the original 

function of detention, in the actual aspect of execution it can not deter the undue use of 

decision of detention in investigation. There is no relief for its illegality without expecting 

the judicial control on the procedure by judicial institution in ex post facts litigation. 

This thesis has intended to survey the limitation to be permitted about the competence 

of interrogation of an investigator which the existing law admits for a suspect in detention 

and intended to point out the importance of judicial control on the procedure in that aspect 

III. Interrogation for a Suspect in Custody 

1. The present law invests officers with the capacity of interrogating also a suspect in-

custody (Art. 198). However, a suspect has a freedom of choosing whether or not to accept 

the interrogation, not being obliged.13 In obtaining statements, the officer is obliged to notify 

a suspect, beforehand, of the right of silence, it being of course forbidden to use such illegal 

means as threat or violence (Art. 319, par. 1). The law in force, nevertheless, gives as a 

principle the ofiicer the capacity of interrogating a suspect in custody. As far as the state-

ments, even of the suspect in-custody, do not conflict with the forbidden clause of Art. 319, 

par. I and satisfy the conditions of Art. 3-92, the record of the statements is granted with 

admissibility of evidence and possibility to be an evidence for guilt. This is important not 

only to a suspect himself but to the idea of the criminal procedure which should guarantee 

legality and reasonableness of process. 

ll See Wayne R Lafave "Arrest " p 490 and Opmrons Announced June 13 1966," The United 
States Law Week, 34, 4521-4554. 

12 In practice of our criminal procedure, the danger of "third degree" methods is not so clearly re-

cognized as in the Anglo-American system. Police in-custody investigation takes place in a wide scope 

without having a special doubt. 

13 The prevailing theory holds an opinion that a suspect in the detention has a duty of attendance before 

the investigator in spite of freedom of statement against the investigator's questions. 
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First, the environment of the interrogation. In most cases, the interrogation for a suspect 

is carried out in the particular spatial environment of the so-called investigating-room within 

the investigation agency. This room is, so to speak, my-home of investigation for the officers. 

They can freely converse with their colleagues and exchange each other the knowledges and 

techniques for interrogating a suspect under the direction of their senior officers. They have, 

above all, advantages in that they can interrogate the suspect at the time and in the circum-

stances as they wish. Adding to this easiness at my-home, they are in the reassured position 

as interrogators. To the contrary, a suspect is in a quite disadvantageous position. His 

freedom is, first of all, restricted by detention. His communication with outside, especially 

with his lawyer, the only advisor and protector of his, is limited,15 therefore it possibly happens 

that he is forced to answer, without the advice of his lawyer, the officer's questions which 

he does not truly understand. While the investigation has the character of struggle for dis-

covery of a crime, a suspect does not hold the means of defense effective enough to encounter 

with the aggressive inquiry of the officers. Nonetheless, tricky means (for example, Ieading 

questions) which may be used in the interrogation can not be blamed. A suspect, despite of 

notified of the right of silence, can not freely exercise the privilege during the interrogation 

in his shrinked inner state under the particular circumstances of the investigating room.16 

Even if a suspect could choose the way to state, his statements are apt to be influenced by 

the interrogator's will. Although not under the physical pressure, a suspect is undeniably 

in the situation which is under the control and d' t' of the investigating officers rscre ron . He is likely to make statements which are formally voluntary but substantially not truly 

intentioned, being influenced by the officers. Such particular inner state of a suspect must 

be necessarily considered in discussing the character of the interrogation for a suspect in-

custody. As to the interrogation for a suspect in-custody, today, our attention must be paid 

more to the shrinked, particular inner state of a suspect caused by the special circumstances 

in which he is placed, to its influence over the dignity and personality of an individual and 

to the possibility of unfair interrogation than to the dangers of violation of personality such as 

torture and threat.17 The disadvantages in defense in the earlier stage of procedure exercise 

greatly influence upon the after-status of a suspect in the procedure. Although the present 

law provides the strict regulation on the admissibility of evidence of the statements by a 

suspect, the advantages of a defendant guaranteed in the law are realized in poor efiicacy 

because of the technical difficulties in proving,18 

15 A suspect arrested has a right of access to a counsel, interviewing with a counsel directly without 

an observer Art. 39), but prosecutor,when there is a reasonable ground of about needs of investi-
gation, can appolnt the day time, place and hours for access to a counsel (Art. 39). A susp c 

a right that he can have counsel present during the course of the questionlng. 
16 In custodial interrogation, a suspect is questloned by polic officers, prosecuting attorney in a room 

in which he is cut off from the outside world, in a police dominated atmosphere. A suspect is placed 
in a psychological state where he has to auswer against the investigator's question with a timid mind and 
can not select advantageous answers for him. In such an atmosphere, the privilege against self-incrimina-

tion is not effectively guaranteed. 
17 It can not be denied that custodial interrogation has a dangerous character contrary to the priviiege 

against self-incrimlnation. The privilege against self-incrimination has its origin in a protest against the 
inquisitorial and unjust methods of interrogating accused person which injury rhe person's freedom and 

dignity. We ought to recognize clear]y the illegality character of custodial interrogation. 
18 It is commonly difHcult to prove that the accused's statement is caused by violence or coercion. In-

custody interrogation by pollce is entirely prohibited in Scotland law system, because it is inherently 

coercive or because investigator's coercion is so diflicult to prove. 
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Finally, the interrogation by policemen must be discussed. A usual place where a suspect 

is actually detained is a house of custody in the police-station. And it is the reality that most 

of the interrogation for a suspect in-custody have been carried out by policemen. This is 

important from the viewpoint of procedure.19 In the present law, arrest and detention are 

originally different acts, being also in different steps of process. As to the detention, the pro-

secutor is responsible for its execution, being very different from Anglo-American process in 

which arrest and detention are unified and the period of detention is short. There is much 

possibility that the interrogation for a suspect in-custody is widely carried out by policemen other 

than the prosecutors who direct the execution of detention. In the course of process from 

arrest to detention is already loosened the dualistic organization of investigation which is the 

basic principle of the present legal institution. Here is implied the danger that the detention 

in investigation goes beyond its original function and is utilized for interrogation to a suspect. 

From the above discussion, it is duly concluded that the interrogation for a suspect in-

custody has the inquisitorial character with dangerous factors. However, the present institution 

still admits in principle the interrogation for a suspect as a method of investigation. After 

all, the idea of law must be interpreted that on the one hand, it excludes as much as possible 

dangerous factors of interrogation, and yet affirms, on the other, the interrogation permissible 

to a certain extent. 

3. When we consider the limits of the interrogation for a suspect, with the above dis-

cussed points in mind and along with the idea, in the present law, 0L balance of interests 

between the investigation and the defense, the following criterion will be considered according 

to the kind of evidence obtained. 

( i ) Obtaining of the physical evidence 

What is meant here by obtaining of the physical evidence is one which is carried out in 

close connectron wrth a suspect s state of custody. Obtaining of the physical evidence without 

the direct connection with the state of custody is naturally admitted regardless of the detention, 

according to the necessity of the investigation under the only restriciton of writ-system, 

Questions arise in case that there is close connection between the state of custody of a suspect 

and the obtaining of evidences. As to this point, the present law provides a certain criterion 

in relation to the arrest (Art. 218, par. 2 to par. 5). This is, while the warrant is required 

for a physical examination, no writ is necessary in principle for obtaining the physical evidences 

such as taking of finger or foot prints, measurements of height or weight, or a picture-taking 

of a suspect under physical restraint. And the general explanation for this is that these acts 

are substantially included in the disposition for physical restraints. But I have some doubts 

of this interpretation. Such acts as taking finger or foot prints, the measurements of height 

or weight, or picture-taking are done to obtain physical evidences for recognizing the identity 

of a suspect with an offender, and hold a special significance in that they are most effectively 

done on the occasion that a suspect is under restraint. That the detention of a suspect should 

not include, as the matter of course, the acts to obtain evidences is as already mentioned 

in the ideal function of detention. As I have repeated, these acts of obtaining evidences is 

indispensable for identifying a suspect with an offender. Besides, those acts can be carried 

19 In the Kansai district of our country, it is said that seven days within ten days (a period for deten-

tion investigation) are spent at the police. 
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out with best effectiveness when a suspect is under restraint. Therefore, my interpretation is 

that these acts attached to the arrest may be admitted without a writ from the viewpoint of 

enriching evidences to prepare for the execution.20 

A so-called "line-up" of presenting a sufferer or witnesses to a suspect or letting them 

observe him should be also admitted as a method of confirming the identity of a suspect with an 

offender. This kind of act to obtain evidences, which is generally done in the actual investi-

gation, is essentially a kind of verification aiming at the observation of a suspect's appearance, 

and it is the most effective way to confirm the personal identity. This method, despite its 

character as a verification, must be considered to be legally done without a writ, as it is a 

personel observation carried out in connection with and attached to the physical restraint. 

It is questionable, however, that walking a suspect to the spot of a crime is also permitted 

as a means for identifying a suspect with an offender.21 Although this does not directly 

enforce a suspect to make statements,' it is different from the above mentioned "identification" 

through the observation of the appearance of a suspect, etc., and is naturally related to the 

doctrine of right against self-incrimination in that the means of obtaining the evidences of 

cnmmal lact is here to observe the attitude of a suspect in the verification-spot. Therefore, ' ' Ir 
the present law which firmly guarantees the right of silence must be interpreted to be pro-

hibiting the 'walking' unless a suspect voluntarily approves. While in the former legal system, 

the 'walking' of this kind was undoubtedly done in reality, it should not be recognized in 

the investigation under the present law which provides a suspect in custody with a privilege 

against self-incrimination. 

It is also a question if such tests of the inner state of a suspect as using a lie-detector, 

would be justified as a means to obtain evidence of a criminal fact. This kind of test is not 

directly related to the doctrine of right against self-incrimination, because it is not intended to 

obtain statements of a criminal fact itself, but because machines are utilized and questions are 

asked as means of observing the inner state of a suspect. This type of act of obtaining evi-

dences, however, includes a positive experiment to examine by machines the mental and 

physical reaction of a suspect in-custody, and it is quite different in its character from already 

discussed acts accompanying the physical restraint such as taking of finger prints, photographs 

etc., although both are the means for physical observation. Therefore, this kind of act of 

obtaining evidences needs the voluntary approval of a suspect, and can not be a means for 

legal investigation recognized as a matter of course. 

As to the physical observation, it will be necessary, for example, to examine the degree 

of drinking of a suspect under the physical restraint in such cases against the Road Traffic 

Law S65, S18-1-2 as intoxicated or drunkun drivings. Traffic cases require urgent solutions 

and special provisions are desired concerning those which need immediate examinations such 

as the degree of intoxication. It is a question whether the inspection in such cases could be 

considered in accordance with Art. 218, par. 2 of the Law of the Criminal Procedure or it 

should be interpreted to be a kind of physical examination for which a writ is needed. The 

degree of intoxication must be examined urgently and a writ-process will make the urgent 

and adequate measures difficult. So can such an inspection be classified as a special act 

legally carried out concurrently with the arrest ? 

20 In practice of American jurisdiction, most process to obtain the physical evidence are made without 

warrant and incident to a lawful arrest. See. Wayne R. Lafave, ib!d., p. 311. 

21 See, Wayne R. Lafave, ibid., p. 313. 
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nized to a prosecutor as to whether to prosecute or not. In order to adequately exercise the 

right of discretion, it is necessary that a prosecutor has charges to make personal contact 

with a suspect and obtain sufficient basic date. It is compatible with the accusatorial character 

to carry out a discretionary criminal disposition against a suspect only according to the uni-

lateral data on the part of investigators. This interpretation will be inevitable under the present 

legal system which recognizes the objective status to a prosecutor and adopts the principle of 

24 discretion in charging. 

IV. Investigation to a Suspect for Anothe, Crimes 

t 'n detention 1. Can an investigator interrogate regarding a different crime to a suspec I , 
at the opportunity of the detention ? This problem is also one of crucial boarder-line's pro-

b]ems as to an investigation of a suspect. This kind of problem has been already dealt with 

in a field of judicial business,25 in addition, is a theme which has been tried to deplore.26 

However, there was left to be surveyed moreover. 
The problem of whether an investigation for another crimes to a suspect in-custody is 

permitted or not, has been discussed as the most serious one concerning an investigation of 

a suspect in the field of American law, as well.27 The raising of the problem has been, in 

general, done in the following contents. Though an investigator held a suspicion of a felony 

as to a person,adequate evidences to arrest the suspect do not exist. However, evidence for 
h
 

arrest so long as the minor crime concerned happens to exist about the suspect. In suc a 

case, an investigator, at first, requires warrant as to the minor crirne, and by that warrant, 

he carries out to interrogate regarding as the felony at the opportunity of the arrest of the 

suspect. Although the investigation for another crimes is different a little in a substance 

of the search, it could be classified mainly in above mentioned, Namely, the important 
point is that a lawful arrest-procedure for a minor crime has been utilized only as the mere 

instrument for the purpose of investigating of the felony. 
It can be said that "arrest or detention for another offence," what we call, belongs mainly 

to a similar pattern. Regarding as the investigation to a suspect for another crimes, different 

24 A prosecutor is in a position to gather advantageous data as well as disadvantageous one for a sus-

pect, and to require due application of law (Prosecution Bureau Law, Act. 4) 
Personality-investigation to a suspect on the part of a prosecutor has not a particular significance 

under the legal system that an investigator is, Iike Anglo-Saxon law, preoccupied with the preparation 

of a prosecution, where data with regard to decision of sentence are treated as an object of an inter-

rogation before judgment, as different from data for decision of guilty. 
However in the construction of investigation granting an objective position (Of course, is there a 

subjective position on the other side) to a prosecutor, at the same time, taking the form of discretion 
system, Iike our legal system, a prosecutor has on obligation to gather a vast extent of data regardlng 

criminal-decision as well as criminal facts. 
25 As a well-known judgment in a lower court which pointed out the illegality of arrest for another 

offence-though a consideration of premise in the reason of judgment-, see, Hanrei-jih5, No. 369, p. 

6, "Judgment in Urawa District Court. March 11, 1964." 
26 Tamiya, "Compulsory Investigation, S~g~ Hanl-ei S~sho, No. 16, p. 210ff.; Kamo, "Legal Problems 

of Arrest for Another Offence," Hanrci-Jih~ Hy~shaku, p. 71 ff. 
27 In this respect, see, Wayne R. Lafave, ibid., p. 354, 372, 376, There Lafave discussed that problem 

in detail. 
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Points　are　included　in　the　fo1lowing．

　　　　（a）The　crime　as　an　object　for　arrest　oエdetention，is　not　aエealistic　object，but　the　t，ue

purpose　of　the　investigation　is　oriented　to　another　crimes．This　is　clearly　revealed　in　that

with・・g・・d・・th・p・・t・…f・・i・…tig・・i・…ll・d“・・…t・・d・t・・ti・・f・工。。。th。。。冊。。。。，・

two　kinds　of　crimes－a　minor　crime　and　a　felony－are　the　subject　of　the　investigation，in

・dd三ti…1・㎡・lp・…d…f・・・・・・・…d・t・・ti・…t・・mi…。・im．p。。。。。d．th。。。、。。。。。

detention正egarding　the　folony．Observing　it　in　part，the　arrest　or　detention　as　to　a　cエime

i・・…i・d・・tb・・・・…f・d・q・・t・f…d・ti・・，・・d・・…t…pP・・tmity．fd．t。。ti。。。fth．

suspect，competence　of　investigation　for　another　crimes　should　be　permitted．Then，when

the　adequate　reason　was　gathered，a　disposition　thエough　warrant　of　anotheエcrime　should　be

正equired．It　might　be　fairly　said．Regarding　as　such　a　mode　of　investigation，however，it　is

important　for　us　to　observe　it　in　its　entirety．First，it　must　be　noticed　that　fe1onies　which

does　not　satisfy　the　requirement　of　arrest　or　detention　have　been　placed　under　the　main　object

of　investigation　in　a　situation　of　in－custo〔1y．　And　yet，arrest　or　detention　for　minor　crimes

has　been　utilized　as　an　only　tempting　means　for　enabling　an　investigation　of　felonies．We

should　pay　attention　to　this　fact．　A　procedual　gurantee　in　compulsoエy　disposition　has　been

・・t・・】ly・b…d・・・…h…fd・f・・…fi・・・…t・f…h・p・・・…t・d…h。。。。p。。・，b。。。、

expedient　means　of　investigation　under　a　subjective　intention　of　investigator．　It　must　be

realized　that　the　rea1purpose　of　wit－system　in　the　Constitution　has　been1ost．2眉

　　　　（b）I・th・i・・…ig・tb・・f・…p・・tf。・…th・…im…i・t・・d・・bt・fg・i・g。。t。。m．1．

b・…d・h・・・…ti・lf…ti…f・・…t・・d・t・・ti・・・…id・・．Whil・・h・p・…d。・。i．f．m．ll．

1awful，the　arrest　or　detention　has　been　done　with　an　object　of　investigation　fo，another

crimes．In　fact，investigations　as　to　a　suspect　in－custody　are　carried　out．Arrest　or　detention

is　an　unavoidable　disposition　in　order　to　prevent　a　danger　of　an　unlawful　escape　of　procedure

and　preserve　the　status　of　the　prosecuted　or　the　suspect．Hence，its　oエiginal　function1ies　in

th…g・tヨ・・。・・wh・・…b・t・…i・p・・…ti・…dp・・・・…ti・・一N・θdl…t…y，th．m。。。i．g

th・・・・…t・・d・t・・ti…h・l1b・…t・i・t・di・…h・・…ti・・f…ti・・，li・・i・p・。t。。ti．git．

1・gitim・t・i・t・…t・fd・f・・…fth・p・・・…t・d…h・・・・…t，・・i・m・i・t．i・i・git。。q．ity．f

○丑ence　and　defense　of　the　concemed．　In　this　sort　of　pattem　of　investigation，howev、、，

arrest　or　detention　aims　exc1usively　at　investigating　for　another　cr1me，so　they　go　far　beyond

their　original　fmction．Judging　from　this　fact，the　restriction　of　compulsory　disposition　which

i・t・・d・th・・q・ity・・dm・i・t・・・・…f・冊・・・…d・f・…h・・b…b・・k・・d・w。，i。。ddi・i。。，

carried　out　with　an　advantage　only　for　one　of　the　concemed．It　must　be　kept　in　mind　that

in　this　kind　of　investigation－pattem　a　guarantee　of　due　process　in　Art．33of　the　Constitution

intending　to　restrict　legaHy　the　discretionary　decision　of　investigator　and　protect　the　human

・igh・・h・・b・・…b・t・・ti・lly・・…t・Al・・i・A・gl・一Am・・i・ml・w，it・il1・g・li・yi。。t．i．t1y

pointed　out　in　respect　to　an　arrest　whose　purpose　is　to　investigate　another　crimes．In　the

present　system　of　law　that　permits　a　comparatively1ong　term　of　free－custody，it　is　necessary

to　interpret　the　restriction　with　regard　to　the　interrogation　under　arrest　or　detention．

2富Th・fm・t…・Hfw・it一…t・mi・t・1・q・i・・i・ωit・・…。…dt。…t・i・・・…t・・m・i・。。。tig．ti。。b。一

forehand　thmugh　a　concrete　judgment　when　a　prosecutor　carries　out　a　compu1sory　investigation．

　　　I・th・・・…f・…“・d・t・・ti・・whi・h・1m…i・…tig・ti・・山・・th・川・…，itwillb．i㎎。b。。t

b舳・。…q・・・・・…idi・g・・b・t・・ti・llyit・d・t・・正・…fm・ti。・b・f…h・・di・w・it一。y．t．mmd．m．t。。

detention　of　those　who　can　not　be　arrested　o正detained．
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　　　　2．In　the　former　item，we　described　the　i11egal　interrogation　for　another　crimes．It　is，

in　tum，necessary　to　point　out　an　interrogation　for　another　crimes　to　be　permitted　and　to

compare　both　of　them．

　　　　（a）　In　the1ight　of　the　substance　of　suspicious　facts　as　an　object　of　ar】＝est　or　detent三〇n，

there　are　similar　crimes　deemed　to　be　committed　in　the　past　by　the　same　person，or　there

are　common　crimes　in　respect　to　means　and　ways．And　yet，when　there　are　considerable

reasons　which　would　otherwise1ose　an　opportunity　for　investigation，we　can　initiate　to　inter・

rogate　its　crime　even　if　it　is　anotheエone．The　case　in　which　an　interrogation　for　another

crimes　to　a　suspect　in－custody　is　condemmed　as　illega1one，is　when　its　interrogation　comes

to　be　a1atent　and　principal　purpose　for　arrest　or　detention，In　the　case　above　mentioned，

the　principa止end　of　investigation　is　persistently　directed　to　the　crime－suspicion　being　an　object

of　arrest　or　detention，another　crimes　only　happened　to　be　an　object　of　interrogation　at　the

same　opportunity　because　they　have　resemblance　in　substance　and　means　of　crimes．It，in

particular，does　not　infringe　upon　interests　of　a　suspect．A1so　in　that　case，however，there

ought　to　be　necessity　and　reasonable　reasons　for　investigation．An　unrestiricted　interrogation

should，nevertheless，not　be　permitted　because　a　suspect　is　under　in－custody．　There　should

be　a　considerable　ground　to　mfer　that　another　cnme　has　a　spec而c　substance，m　addltlon，the

one　and　the　same　person　has　committed　its　crime．It　is　a　sort　of　investigation　by　prediction

to　interrogate　a　suspect　under　in－custody　as　to　an　mspeci丘c　crime・su昌picion・Moreover，

such　an　investigation　will　unlawfu11y　intervene　in　an　individual　domain　of　private　life，and

substantially　only　compel　a　suspect　to　testify。

　　　　（b）　Also　when　a　suspicion　arises　in　the　process　of　interrogation　of　crimes　to　be　a　cause

of　arrest　or　detention　that　the　same　suspect　committed　another　crime，we　ought　to　understand

that　the　interrogation　for　another　crime　shall　be　permitted．　It　would　be，however，opened

to　question　if　its　suspicion　for　anotheエorime　takes　place　in　parauel　with　the　suspic1on　to　be

an　object　of　ar正est　or　detention　or　has　already　taken　place．We　should，丘rst　of　all，call　for

the　decision　of　arrest　or　detention　about　crimes　whose　requirements　we正e　satis丘ed，because

of　lackness　of　requirements　of　arrest　or　detention　regarding　as　another　crime，Then　we

should　interrogate　an6ther　crime　at　its　opportunity　of　in－custody，and　as　a　result　of　its　inter－

rogation　we　should正equire　a　warrant．　Thus，the　above　method　wi11sub昌tantial1y　approach

to　an　interrogation　to　be　an　object　of　prohibition．But　also　in　this　ca昌e，when　a　main　object

of　inte正rogation　is　not　in　another　crime，and　interrogation　of　another　crime　is　merely　done

・・1・ti・・ly・tt・・d・・い・th・p・i・・ip・1i・t・…g・ti・・，it・・…tb…idωb・…b…山h・・ight

Of　interrOgatiOn．

　　　　（c）Inエespect　to　a　conspiracy－case，not　only　criminal　facts　by　a　suspect　himself，but　also

thosebyothera㏄omplicecanbeinvestigated．Aconspiracy－casecmnotlegaHycomeinto
existence　without　being　in　relation　to　ot1］er　co－offender’s　deed，so　the　investigation　can　not　be

realized，Even　in　a　case　which　crimes　as　an　object　of　arrest　or　detention　are　comparatively

neg1igible　accessory　crime，and　another　crimes　come　to　be　principal　oHence，it　could　not　be

said　to　be　an　illegal　interrogation　if　a　main　object　of　interrogation　towards　a　suspect　in

detention　were　directed　to　an　a㏄essory　crime，in　conjunction　with　that，its　interrogations

extended　to　a　pr1ncipal　crime　relationship　as　another　crime．

　　　　We，however，should　pay　heed　to　the　fact　that　there　are　bounds　regardi㎎as　an　inter－

rogation　of　a㏄omplice－cases．In　case　that　arrest　or　detention　whose　reason　lay　in　suspicions
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of　slight　accesory　crimes　is　taken　advantage　as　means　for　interrogat1ng　suspicions　of　grave

principal　crimes，and　interrogations　to　a　suspect　of　its　a㏄essory　crimes　are　exc1usively　directed

to　another　o冊ence　in　principal　crimes，it　could　be　said　an　illegal　interrogation　that　by　arbitrary

discretion　with　investigation，violates　unlawfully　a　suspect’s　interests　of　defense，and　exceeds

the　reasonable　scope　of　investigation．




